
A,., Ti, P A m 

One publication of the Communist sponsored World 
Peace Council, two official pieces of Soviet propaganda. 



R. E^ E B m 

Both items listed are obviously Communist. 



ROBERT RESHA 

One item is the fundamental "book of Communist 
teaching touring the period 1938-1954, the other is 
a piece of Soviet propaganda. 



SIDNEY SHALL 

Official Soviet propagand 



W. M. SISU1U 

At least three of the four items quoted are, in 
different ways, of Communist origin. 



JOSEPH SLQVO 

All items listed are either official Communist 
publications or Communist propaganda. 



RUTH SLOVO (First.) 

Official Soviet propaganda. 



D. C. THOMPSON 

Nearly all works listed are known to me as 
Communist publications, or writings edited by Communist 
sponsored movements. 



HENRY TSHABALALA 

The work listed is written by an author sympathetic 

to Communism but not a Communist himself. 



SOFIA BUNTING-

All the items listed, with the exception of the 
first two which are official Soviet statements, are 
Communist propaganda writings, mostly Chinese. 



FBED. CARESS ON 

One Chinese, one Soviet official Communist 
publication, one writing published by a Communist 
sponsored organisation. 



I. 0. HORVITCH 

Bulletin of a Communist sponsored organisation. 



A. LA GUMA 

Two pieces of official Soviet propaganda and 
speech by a Soviet leader* 



L. KEPB 

One speech by a Soviet leader and one document 
of the official Soviet propaganda. 



Z. K. MATTHEWS (Prof.) 

Communist review. 



J. G. MATTHEWS 

Official Chinese Communist document. 



V. MINI 

All items fisted aire Communist or published by 
Communist sponsored movements. 



T. TSHUME 

Miscellaneous Communist or Communist sponsored 
propaganda. (all items). 



STEPHEN DHLAMINI 

A small serious library of fundamental Communist 
works and other Communist writings. 

The set contains, however, also several works of 
writers who seem to be non-Communists, but sympathisers 
of Communism. (25, 138, 140, 141). 



G. HURBANS 

Mostly Communist propagamda; one theoretical 

paper by Mao Tse-Tung. 



G. M. NAICKER 

All items are Communist writings. 



M. P. NAICKER 

One Chinese Communist writing and two 
publications by Communist sponsored organisations, 



BILLY NAIR 

A few serious Communist books (classics), the 
remainder mostly Communist propaganda (29 is not 
Comm.) 



D. A. SEED AT 

One set of official Soviet statements, the 
remainder are publications of Communist sponsored 
movements, mostly of the World Peace Movement, 
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